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ABSTRACT
Sprint acceleration is an important motor skill in team sports, thus consideration of techniques adopted 
during the initial steps of acceleration is of interest. Different technique strategies can be adopted due to 
multiple interacting components, but the reasons for, and performance implications of, these differences 
are unclear. 29 professional rugby union backs completed three maximal 30 m sprints, from which 
spatiotemporal variables and linear and angular kinematics during the first four steps were obtained. Leg 
strength qualities were also obtained from a series of strength tests for 25 participants, and 13 partici-
pants completed the sprint protocol on four separate occasions to assess the reliability of the observed 
technique strategies. Using hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis, four clear participant groups were 
identified according to their normalised spatiotemporal variables. Whilst significant differences in several 
lower limb sprint kinematic and strength qualities existed between groups, there were no significant 
between-group differences in acceleration performance, suggesting inter-athlete technique degeneracy 
in the context of performance. As the intra-individual whole-body kinematic strategies were stable (mean 
CV = 1.9% to 6.7%), the novel approach developed and applied in this study provides an effective solution 
for monitoring changes in acceleration technique strategies in response to technical or physical 
interventions.
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Introduction
Sprinting is an important motor skill in team sports where it is 
carried out frequently over short distances during both training 
and competition (Harper et al., 2019; Nicholson et al., 2020). 
From an ecological dynamics perspective, humans are complex 
adaptive systems with multiple interacting components 
(Davids et al., 2014) which is thought to result in different 
patterns of emergent behaviours. In this regard, athletes have 
an array of different strategies available to them, when sprint-
ing, to achieve the same outcome – a concept known as 
degeneracy (Tononi et al., 1999). The process through which 
the system self-organises and behaviour emerges is considered 
spontaneous and is explained by dynamical systems theory 
which describes the arrangement of dynamical patterns as 
a function of the interaction of the performer (athlete), task 
and environmental constraints (Newell, 1986). Therefore, varia-
tion in the technique strategies adopted during initial sprint 
acceleration is likely, given the different interacting constraints 
at any one point.
Due to the multi-articular nature of sprinting, portraying an 
acceleration strategy is complex owing to the multiple degrees 
of freedom that coordinate to achieve the task goal (Bernstein, 
1967). Consequently, the data required to provide a full 
description of an athlete’s movement coordination during 
sprinting is highly challenging to assimilate, and would lead 
to a vast amount of information which is of limited value to 
coaches pursuing an actionable basis for their technical 
interventions. Determining an individual’s acceleration strategy 
through higher-level spatiotemporal characteristics may there-
fore be a more viable “whole-body” approach. Such an 
approach is consistent with ecological dynamics where infor-
mation on system behaviour at a holistic level is deemed richer 
than information on individual constituent parts (Button et al., 
2020). From an applied perspective, this is beneficial as spatio-
temporal measures can be obtained promptly. Measures such 
as step length, step rate, contact time and flight time are the 
outcome of a complex interaction between linear and angular 
kinematic and kinetic factors underpinning this motor skill, and 
they provide rich holistic-level information regarding system 
behaviour during acceleration.
If acceleration strategies can be identified using a whole- 
body approach, it is important to establish whether a discrete 
number, or a widespread continuum, of strategies exists, even 
within a relatively homogeneous cohort of individuals from the 
same sport who are typically subjected to similar task and 
environmental constraints. If a given cluster of individuals, 
defined by a discrete strategy, is shown to achieve better 
acceleration performance than other clusters, then a training 
approach targeting the more successful strategy may be war-
ranted across the entire group. If clusters cannot be identified, 
but performance is associated with a given strategy on 
a continuum, then this may also signify that all individuals 
might benefit from interventions aimed at facilitating a shift 
towards that strategy. Alternatively, if there is no clear 
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indication that the strategy of a given cluster, or on 
a continuum if clear clusters do not exist, is superior in perfor-
mance terms, then each individual’s needs ought to be con-
sidered with regards to the enhancement of acceleration 
performance.
To provide more granular information to inform the training 
practices of coaches where a shift in sprinting strategy is 
deemed necessary, an understanding of the linear and angular 
kinematic technical features and strength qualities that under-
pin the different strategies adopted is necessary. An additional 
factor which needs to be considered is the consistency of 
a given individual’s strategy, since high levels of variability 
(i.e., a less stable strategy) would undermine training interven-
tions if a representative strategy for an individual cannot be 
identified. Therefore, determining levels of intra-individual 
variability is important so that meaningful changes in strategies 
can be identified with confidence.
The primary aim of this study was to investigate whether 
sub-groups of different strategies could be classified during 
initial sprint acceleration according to the combination of nor-
malised spatiotemporal variables, using professional rugby 
backs as an exemplar group of athletes from within a single 
sport. Secondary aims were to determine how technical fea-
tures and strength-based qualities differed between these stra-
tegies, and how stable these whole-body kinematic strategies 
were at the intra-individual level.
Methods
Twenty-nine male professional rugby union backs (mean ± SD: 
age 25 ± 3 years; stature 1.81 ± 0.06 m; leg length 1.00 ± 0.05 m; 
body mass 93.7 ± 9.1 kg) competing in the English Premiership 
were analysed in this study. Since these data were pre-existing 
from the testing conducted during the players’ usual training 
schedule, and were anonymised, informed consent was not 
required (Haugen et al., 2019; Winter & Maughan, 2009). 
Study protocols were approved by the University Ethics 
Committee of the lead author. At the time of testing, partici-
pants were injury free and frequently completed maximal 
sprint accelerations within their usual weekly training regime.
Procedures
Following 48 hours of abstinence from running, sprinting and 
lower body strength training, participants completed a 20-min 
standardised warm-up, then three maximal effort 30 m sprints 
from a 2-point start, on an outdoor 3 G artificial grass pitch, 
wearing a t-shirt, shorts and moulded stud boots. Rest periods 
between each sprint were 4–5 minutes. All testing conditions 
took place under similar weather conditions at the same time 
of day. Testing was only ever undertaken when the surface was 
dry and on days when no head or tail winds were deemed to be 
noticeable by the coaching staff.
Two smart phone high-speed video cameras (iPhone8, 
Apple Inc, Cupertino, Ca) were used to capture sagittal plane 
video images (1920 × 1080 pixels) of the first four steps at 
240 Hz. The cameras were positioned perpendicular to, and 
12 m from, the running lane to capture sagittal plane images 
from both sides of the body within a 7.5 m wide field of view. 
A 5.00 m horizontal video calibration was recorded. 
Spatiotemporal variables (step length, step rate, contact time 
and flight time) and linear kinematics (touchdown distance, 
toe-off distance, contact length and flight length) were attained 
using the procedures outlined in Wild et al. (2018). From the 
spatiotemporal variables, two additional variables – step 
length/step rate and contact time/flight time ratios (hereafter 
referred to as length/rate and contact/flight ratios) – were 
calculated as a measure of each participant’s whole-body kine-
matic strategy. These ratios provide more sufficient information 
than step length and step rate alone, and have recently been 
used to categorise distinctive running styles to guide future 
measurement and interpretation (Van Oeveren et al., 2021), 
although whether this approach can be applied to initial accel-
eration is not known.
The vertex of the head, halfway between the suprasternal 
notch and the 7th cervical vertebra, shoulder, elbow, and wrist 
joint centres, head of third metacarpal, hip, knee, and ankle 
joint centres, posterior heel, and toe tip were digitised (×6 
zoom in Kinovea, v.0.8.27) to create a 14-segment rigid body 
model. Scaled coordinates were exported to Excel (Microsoft 
2013) to calculate angular orientations (°) of the stance foot, 
shank, and thigh, and trunk, segments (with respect to the 
horizontal) and of the stance ankle, knee and hip joints.
To minimise the potentially confounding influence of inter- 
individual differences, spatiotemporal, linear kinematic and 
angular velocity variables were normalised according to the 
equations of Hof (1996). Normalised average horizontal exter-
nal power (NAHEP) was calculated as a measure of initial sprint 
acceleration performance from the instant of the first touch-
down to the end of the fourth contact phase (N. Bezodis et al., 
2010; Wild et al., 2018).
To address the second aim regarding the stability of whole- 
body kinematic strategies, 13 participants completed the above 
testing protocol on three additional occasions. At all three 
sessions, NAHEP and normalised spatiotemporal variables 
were obtained, resulting in data being collected for 12 sprints 
for 13 participants (i.e., three sprints on four separate occasions) 
over the course of six to eight weeks during the middle and late 
pre-season.
Following the sprint trials, participants undertook three dif-
ferent strength-based assessments which they were familiar 
with from prior training experience. Firstly, participants com-
pleted repeated unilateral in-place jumps testing (hereafter 
referred to as repeated jumps). This involved performing two 
series of 10 continuous jumps with hands on hips aiming to 
achieve maximum height whilst spending the smallest possible 
time in contact with the ground. The hip and knee of the non- 
test side were flexed to approximately 90° throughout the 
jumps. Participants performed two warm-up efforts separated 
by 2-min rest. Following a further 2-min rest, participants com-
pleted the first series of 10 repeated jumps (left side, followed 
by right side) and rested for 3 min before completing a second 
series. Jump heights (m; determined from flight times) and 
contact times (s) were collected for each jump, using an infra-
red timing system (Optojump, Microgate), from which the reac-
tive strength index (RSI) was determined by the ratio of jump 
height to contact time (Flanagan & Comyns, 2008; Flanagan 
et al., 2008). Using a modified approach from Comyns et al. 
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(2019), the average of the best three RSI scores within the series 
of 10 jumps was used to establish an overall RSI value for that 
series. Contact times and jump heights for each of the three 
jumps which produced the highest overall RSI within the 10 
jumps on the left side were averaged and retained for analysis, 
as were the equivalent values on the right side. The left and 
right-side jump heights, contact times and RSI were then aver-
aged and used within the statistical analyses.
Secondly, participants completed squat jumps under differ-
ent loaded conditions based on procedures modified from 
Samozino et al. (2013). Participants performed two maximal 
effort squat jumps under five different loading conditions (0, 
20, 40, 60 and 80 kg) as a variety of loads have been shown to 
produce valid and reliable F0, V0 and Pmax results (García-Ramos 
et al., 2021). The maximum load equated to, on average, 85% of 
participants’ body mass (range 75% to 100%). Squat depth was 
self-selected by participants according to the depth they felt 
would achieve the highest jump height based on their experi-
ence of performing squat jumps across a number of loads, 
which has also been shown to be valid and reliable 
(Janicijevic et al., 2020). Three measures were determined 
from the loaded squat jumps (Samozino et al., 2013): 1) theore-
tical maximal force production of the lower limbs (F0 [N/kg]); 2) 
theoretical maximal extension velocity of the lower limbs (V0 
[m/s]); 3) maximal mechanical power output (Pmax [W/kg]).
Thirdly, the peak isometric torque (Nm/kg) of the hip exten-
sors (hereafter referred to as hip torque) was assessed using 
adapted protocols from Goodwin and Bull (2021) and Czasche 
et al. (2018). Participants were supine with hips (just below 
ASIS) positioned beneath an immoveable bar where hard, 
dense matting was placed between the hips and the bar to 
prevent gapping and provide comfort. The foot of the testing 
side was strapped to a wooden wedge attached to a linear 
bearing rail permitting vertical movement only (Figure 1), while 
the heel of each participant was positioned in the centre of 
a force plate (PASCO, PS-2141; 1000 Hz), with the foot of the 
non-testing side lifted off the ground. Using a hand-held goni-
ometer, the hip angle of the testing side was set at ~120° and 
the knee angle was set to ~75° (quantitative analysis of sagittal 
plane videos captured during the testing confirmed that hip 
and knee angles ranged between 119–122° and 73–77°, respec-
tively). The moment arm was measured (m) as the distance 
from the centre of the right greater trochanter to the point 
where the heel was in contact with the force plate (m). After 
establishing a baseline vertical force for approximately 5 sec-
onds, participants were instructed to “push their heel down 
into the force plate as fast and as hard as they can, as if pressing 
the bar with their hips up towards the ceiling” until the vertical 
force had visibly plateaued (≤5 s). After three minutes rest, 
participants completed a second trial. This sequence took 
place three times on both left and right sides, with the peak 
force achieved averaged across all trials for each side after 
removal of the baseline force. These forces were then multi-
plied by the respective moment arm and normalised to body 
mass before being averaged across both sides to determine an 
overall peak hip torque for each participant.
One additional variable was also calculated which combined 
measures from across two of the above tests: hip torque/ 
repeated jump contact time. This was selected based on stance 
kinetics during acceleration where hip extensor power genera-
tion and leg stiffness qualities are observed as the ankle absorbs 
energy and are thought to act synergistically to facilitate hor-
izontal CM acceleration (e.g., Schache et al., 2019; Veloso et al., 
2015). Due to changes in their weekly training schedule, four 
participants were unable to undertake strength testing, and it 
was not possible to obtain their linear and angular kinematics 
during speed testing due to camera availability. Therefore, nor-
malised spatiotemporal variables were collected for all partici-
pants (n = 29), whereas the linear and angular kinematics, and 
strength data of 25 participants were obtained.
Statistical analyses
Mean data for kinematic variables were obtained over four steps 
and averaged across the three sprint trials for each participant. 
Group descriptive data (mean ± SD) were calculated for all vari-
ables and checked for normal distribution using the Shapiro–Wilk 
statistic. The within individual coefficient of variation (CV) was 
calculated for each individual and the average of these across the 
entire group was then determined as a measure of relative 
Figure 1. Set up for the isometric hip extensor torque assessment.
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reliability representing the typical error as a percentage of the 
mean for each measurement (Atkinson & Nevill, 1998). To exam-
ine the relationships of normalised spatiotemporal variables and 
strength qualities with NAHEP, semi-partial correlation coeffi-
cients controlling the independent variables for body mass or 
bivariate correlations were used. Therefore, the direct effects of 
inter-individual differences in both body mass and leg length on 
the results of this analysis were minimised. Confidence intervals 
(90%) of relationships were calculated to determine the smallest 
clinically important correlation (Hopkins, 2007), equating to 
a value of r = ± 0.24. Relationships were deemed unclear if their 
magnitude was within this threshold. The strength of relation-
ships were defined as: (±) <0.1, trivial; 0.1 to <0.3, small; 0.3 to 
<0.5 moderate, 0.5 to <0.7 large, 0.7 to <0.9 very large and ≥0.9, 
practically perfect (Hopkins, 2002).
The length/rate and contact/flight ratios were standar-
dised as z-scores across the group. Cartesian plane quad-
rants were formed with these standardised length/rate and 
contact/flight ratios on the vertical and horizontal axes, 
respectively, to provide a novel single visual representation 
of each individual’s whole-body kinematic strategy. 
A hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis (Everitt et al., 
2011) was then conducted to determine homogenous par-
ticipant groups according to the combination of their nor-
malised spatiotemporal variables. The complete linkage 
approach (Gordon, 1999; Lance & Williams, 1967) was used 
and the final number of clusters was determined by visual 
inspection of the scree plot (Hair et al., 2019; Jauhiainen 
et al., 2020), with the dendrogram also visually inspected to 
confirm the number of clusters identified (Phinyomark et al., 
2015; Watari et al., 2018).
To identify any differences in normalised spatiotemporal 
variables, linear and angular kinematics and strength quali-
ties between clusters, a one-way ANOVA was conducted 
and, where significant main effects were observed, post 
hoc testing (Tukey’s HSD) was run. The Kruskal–Wallis test 
was used where data were not normally distributed. All 
analyses were performed using SPSS (v26.0) with alpha set 
at p < 0.05.
For the 13 participants who undertook testing on four 
separate occasions, coefficients of variation and intraclass 
correlation coefficients (ICC) were calculated to determine 
the reliability of measured variables across their 12 sprint 
efforts. To determine the within-session consistency on each 
of the four testing occasions, the CV over three sprint 
efforts was calculated for each individual. The CVs obtained 
from each testing occasion were then averaged for each 
individual. These values were averaged across the group 
to establish the group mean CV. An acceptance threshold 
of <10% for CV was used (Atkinson & Nevill, 1998) to 
indicate whether these strategies were reliable. To deter-
mine the consistency of participants’ sprinting strategies 
between testing sessions, for all variables, the mean value 
for each individual participant from each testing occasion 
were entered into WG Hopkins (2015) spreadsheet to calcu-
late ICC and their 90% confidence intervals based on 
a single-rater, absolute agreement, 2-way mixed-effects 
model (Koo & Li, 2016). Intraclass correlation coefficient 
values were defined as poor (ICC = < 0.50), moderate 
(ICC = 0.50 to <0.75), good (ICC = 0.75 to <0.90) and 
excellent (ICC = ≥ 0.90) reliability (Koo & Li, 2016).
The distribution of participants’ whole-body kinematic 
sprinting strategies across their 12 sprints was represented 
in the form of individual confidence ellipses (90% confi-
dence limits) calculated from the mean and covariance of 
their standardised length/rate and contact/flight ratios. The 
variability of normalised spatiotemporal variables and 
length/rate and contact/flight ratios was determined 
using the standard deviation and CV across the 12 sprints 
for each participant. The stability of the variables for each 
individual relative to the group standard deviation of the 
29 participants from the single sprint was calculated as 
a stability index (Maselli et al., 2019) as follows, where 
a higher Sj is indicative of a more stable variable for that 
individual: 





Group mean CVs for NAHEP, normalised spatiotemporal 
variables, and length/rate and contact/flight ratios during 
the single testing session involving 29 participants, and 
strength-based variable involving 25 participants (Table 1) 
were all ≤6%. When controlling independent variables for 
body mass using semi-partial correlations, a statistically sig-
nificant moderate relationship between repeated jump 
height and NAHEP was found (Table 1). No other significant 
relationships were found between NAHEP and strength vari-
ables, or between NAHEP and normalised spatiotemporal 
variables or length/rate and contact/flight ratios.
Table 1. Mean ± SD descriptive statistics for all variables, and relationships 
between normalised spatiotemporal variables over three sprint trials of partici-






Variable Mean ± SD r (90% CL) Mean ± SD
NAHEP 0.562 ± 0.073 - 4.0 ± 2.4
Step length 1.32 ± 0.10 −0.04 (−0.35 to 0.28)a 1.9 ± 1.0
Step rate 1.38 ± 0.09 0.31 (0.00 to 0.57)a 1.3 ± 0.8
Contact time 0.514 ± 0.041 −0.15 (−0.44 to 0.17)a 1.8 ± 1.0
Flight time 0.212 ± 0.032 −0.23 (−0.51 to 0.09)a 3.2 ± 2.3
CT/FT ratio 2.48 ± 0.46 0.18 (−0.14 to 0.47)a 4.1 ± 2.7
SL/SR ratio 0.96 ± 0.13 −0.18 (−0.47 to 0.18)a 3.0 ± 1.7
Hip torque (Nm/ 
kg)
5.81 ± 0.79 0.39 (0.06 to 0.64)b 2.4 ± 1.3
Pmax (W/kg) 28.94 ± 4.74 0.38 (0.05 to 0.64)
b 4.2 ± 2.4
Repeated jump 
height (m)
0.18 ± 0.02 0.39 (0.06 to 0.64)*a 4.7 ± 2.5
Repeated jump CT 
(s)
0.276 ± 0.025 −0.06 (−0.39 to 0.28)a 4.4 ± 2.3
RSI (height/CT) 0.64 ± 0.09 0.36 (0.03 to 0.62)a 5.4 ± 3.0
Hip torque/CT 
ratio
21.22 ± 3.69 0.35 (0.01 to 0.61)b 5.2 ± 2.2
aSemi-partial correlations controlling the independent variables for body mass 
ᵇBivariate correlations 
*Statistically significant (p= < 0.05) 
Spatiotemporal variables are in their dimensionless form (Hof, 1996)
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Four homogenous clusters were established based on the 
combination of participants’ length/rate and contact/flight 
ratios (Figures 2(a,b)). No significant differences in NAHEP 
were evident between these clusters (Figure 2(c)). The initial 
sprint acceleration strategies were achieved through significant 
differences in a range of linear and angular kinematics between 
clusters, whilst several strength-based characteristics also dif-
fered significantly between clusters (Figures 3–7).
Step lengths were successively greater across clusters A to D, 
with significant differences between cluster A participants and 
all other clusters and between clusters B and D (Figure 3(a)). 
Differences in step length were accounted for primarily 
through touchdown distance and contact length which were 
both significantly smaller in clusters A and B compared with 
clusters C and D (Figure 4(a,c)). Step rates were successively less 
across clusters A to D, with significant differences evident 
between cluster A participants and all other clusters and 
between clusters B and D (Figure 3(b)). These differences in 
step rate between clusters were accounted for through differ-
ences in contact time, flight time, or both (Figure 3(c,d)).
Regarding angular kinematics, significantly smaller foot and 
thigh segment touchdown angles (i.e., both segments were 
more vertical) were observed in clusters A and B, compared 
with clusters C and D (Figure 5(a,c) and Figure 8). At toe-off, 
trunk angles of cluster D participants were significantly greater 
(more vertical; Figure 5(d)) and they also achieved significantly 
greater hip extension at toe-off compared with clusters A and 
B (Figure 6(f)). Of the strength characteristics assessed, higher 
hip torque/contact time ratios were achieved by clusters A and 
B compared with clusters C and D (Figure 9(f)).
For the 13 participants who undertook three sprint efforts 
on four separate occasions, ICCs and CVs (Table 2) across mean 
NAHEP, normalised spatiotemporal variables and length/rate 
and contact/flight ratios from each of the four testing sessions 
indicated excellent reliability (ICC > 0.90; mean CL 0.86–0.99, 
CVs 1.1–4.4%).
A representative sample of individual acceleration strate-
gies were observed in the 13 participants studied over four 
sessions in the context of the z-scores of all 29 participants 
studied on one occasion (Figure 9). Greater intra-individual 
variability in contact/flight ratios than length/rate ratios was 
evident (Figure 9), with a mean CV of 4.3% to 9.9% and SD 
of 0.117 to 0.244 in the contact/flight ratio across indivi-
duals compared with 2.7% to 5.4% and an SD of ≤0.052 in 
the length-rate ratios (Table 3). Even with greater intra- 
individual variability for the contact/flight ratio, only two 
participants (participants 2 and 3) exhibited SDs considered 
greater than the smallest worthwhile differences (d≤ 0.20; 
Hopkins, 2002; Winter, Abt & Nevill, 2014).
The length/rate and contact/flight ratios were stable at the 
intra-individual level with the stability index of participants 
ranging between 75% and 85% (Table 3), where 0% would 
represent the same variation in intra-individual SD across the 
12 sprints for the 13 participants as that observed at the inter- 
individual level for the group of 29 participants during the 
single testing session. On average, the normalised spatiotem-
poral variables were 8% “more stable” compared with the 
length/rate and contact/flight ratios, where the stability index 
for participants ranged between 82% and 91% (Table 3). This 
was also reflected in less intra-individual variability of the nor-
malised spatiotemporal variables where the CV ranged 
between 0.0 and 8.9%, and SD between 0.006 and 0.061 across 
individuals. The mean CV for normalised spatiotemporal vari-
ables, in order of magnitude, were 1.9%, 2.2%, 2.7% and 5.5% 
for step rate, contact time, step length, and flight time, 
respectively.
Figure 2. Cluster analysis used to establish homogenous groups of rugby backs according to their initial sprint acceleration strategy: a) a quadrant depicting the 
dispersion of participants according to their contact/flight and normalised length/rate ratios (standardised as z scores). Each marker and their centred number 
represent an individual. Participants have been grouped according to the four clusters identified during the hierarchical analysis (see Figure b) and the size of each 
marker is reflective of initial sprint acceleration performance, with a larger marker equating to a greater magnitude of normalised average horizontal external power 
(NAHEP); b) a dendrogram for the hierarchical cluster analysis of participants’ spatiotemporal step characteristics during the first four steps of a sprint. Individuals are 
represented by numbers on the x-axis. Four clusters are identified by colour and letters (A-D); c) NAHEP of each participant (circles) and the mean (black filled 
rectangles) for each cluster. No significant were evident between the mean NAHEP of clusters.
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Discussion
The aims of the study were firstly to establish whether different 
acceleration strategies existed between sub-groups of profes-
sional rugby union backs based on their combined normalised 
spatiotemporal variables and, if so, secondly, to determine the 
technical features and strength qualities that underpin these 
strategies and how stable they are. With this novel approach, 
we found that participants could be grouped into four clusters 
which were characterised by a range of technical features and, 
to a lesser extent, strength qualities, although superior sprint 
performance was not observed in any single cluster during the 
first four steps. At the intra-individual level, strategies remained 
relatively stable across sprint efforts and can be considered 
specific to the individual.
If changing an individual’s whole-body kinematic initial 
sprint acceleration strategy is deemed favourable, then infor-
mation on features characterising the different clusters will 
help inform this process. A change in whole-body kinematic 
strategy does not necessarily refer to a move from one cluster 
to another (Figure 2(a)). Rather, it is likely indicative of a subtle 
change in strategy within a given cluster, depending on the 
stability of the individual’s strategy and the proximity of their 
ellipse centroid (Figure 9) to other clusters.
Although noticeable differences in normalised spatiotem-
poral variables and linear kinematics between clusters were 
evident, the differences observed in the angular kinematics at 
touchdown and toe-off (Figure 5 to 6) were less clear. This 
further illustrates the levels of inter-individual degeneracy 
which exist during the initial sprint acceleration of rugby 
backs, not only in context of the different whole-body kine-
matic strategies used in reaching the same performance out-
come but also how different arrangements in angular 
kinematics are observed with similar normalised spatiotem-
poral variables. When looking to facilitate changes in whole- 
body acceleration strategy, attempts to do so by explicitly 
coaching changes in segmental and joint angular positions to 
manipulate the desired normalised spatiotemporal variables 
associated with a given strategy must be considered with cau-
tion. There is also a risk that detailed information on limb 
positioning may result in coaching instructions that draw an 
Figure 3. Normalised spatiotemporal variables, and step length/step rate and contact time/flight time ratios for clustered participants. Each marker (circle) represents 
an individual participant. Black filled rectangles indicate the group mean for each cluster. The Kruskal–Wallis test was used as the non-parametric alternative to the 
one-way ANOVA for determining differences in step length and step length/step rate ratio due to the non-normal distribution of these data for cluster “A” (step length) 
and cluster “D” (step length/step rate ratio). The median for each cluster in these cases is shown by the unfilled rectangles. *ABCDData are significantly different 
(p ≤ 0.05) to clusters A, B, C and D, respectively.
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athlete’s attentional focus internally (Porter et al., 2010) and 
interfere with self-organisation processes, resulting in 
a negative performance effect (Wulf, 2013). Consequently, prac-
titioners would be advised to consider using a more externally 
focussed approach with a view to facilitating changes in accel-
eration strategy directly or indirectly through manipulating the 
spatiotemporal variables or linear kinematics.
Similar to the lack of differences in the angular kinematics 
between clusters, strength characteristics were also generally 
comparable between clusters with the exception of the hip 
extensor torque/contact time ratio which was significantly 
higher in clusters A and B than C and D. This combined strength 
feature may have resulted in participants in clusters A and 
B self-organising their segment orientations at touchdown 
(Figure 5) and linear kinematics (Figure 4) in a favourable way 
to yield shorter contact times compared with clusters C and 
D (Figure 3(c)), without sacrificing performance. On this basis, 
different strength characteristics of the participants in clusters 
C and D interacted to produce alternative strategies (e.g., 
greater step length through increased contact length and/or 
flight length) to the participants in clusters A and B to maintain 
comparable levels of acceleration performance. Owing to the 
time-course necessary for eliciting either neuromuscular 
(Baroni et al., 2013; Brown et al., 2017; Moritani & deVries, 
Figure 4. Normalised linear kinematics for clustered participants. Each marker (circle) represents an individual. Black filled rectangles indicate the group mean for each 
cluster. *ABCDData are significantly different (p ≤ 0.05) to clusters A, B, C and D, respectively.
Figure 5. Segment touchdown and toe-off angular kinematics for clustered participants. Each marker (circle) represents an individual participant. Black filled rectangles 
indicate the group mean for each cluster. *ABCDData are significantly different (p ≤ 0.05) to clusters A, B, C and D, respectively.
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1979; Rasmussen & Phillips, 2003) or technical (I. Bezodis et al., 
2018) adaptations through strength-based interventions, more 
direct instructional methods to manipulate spatiotemporal 
variables will likely yield faster acute changes. However, for 
changes in spatiotemporal variables to emerge without con-
scious effort, and for the outcome to be effective, the corre-
sponding physical changes which accompany these technical 
manipulations will likely be necessary so that the desired sprint-
ing action is available to an individual (Fajen et al., 2008; 
Michaels, 2003).
For the participants who completed 12 sprint trials on 
four separate occasions, the normalised spatiotemporal vari-
ables and their ratios were highly reliable within and 
between testing sessions (Table 2). As a result, the strate-
gies identified for individuals are representative of their 
actual strategy at the given time of testing. Although intra- 
individual movement variability is an inherent feature of 
human movement (Newell & Ranganathan, 2009; Preatoni 
et al., 2013), the stability indices (Table 3), covariance 
ellipses (Figure 9), and CVs (Table 3) demonstrate consistent 
individual spatiotemporal variables with respect to the inter- 
individual variability. Greater variability was evident in the 
contact/flight ratio (mean CV, 6.7%; mean SD, 0.165) than 
the length/rate ratio (mean CV, 3.8%; mean SD, 0.036), as 
illustrated by the typically greater dimensions of the covar-
iance ellipses in the x-axis (Figure 9). The higher contact/ 
flight ratio CV is primarily due to variability in flight time 
than in contact time. Further work is needed to explore the 
potential implications of how the variation of these mea-
sures associate with changes in acceleration performance of 
athletes at an individual level. These measures provide 
a means to determine each individual’s inherent variability 
so that meaningful changes in acceleration strategies can 
be detected with certainty in response to training interven-
tions. Given the stability of strategies evident across the 
four separate testing sessions, these data can be collected 
on separate occasions, rather than during a single session, 
to eliminate any potential effects of fatigue.
The novel approach used here to establish a single mea-
sure which represents an individual’s whole-body kinematic 
initial sprint acceleration strategy (Figure 2(a)), can be per-
formed reliably at a given point in time, as indicated by the 
low CVs observed for the length/rate and contact/flight ratios 
(Table 1). Whilst the hierarchical clustering approach was first 
required to determine whether discrete clustered strategies or 
a widespread continuum of strategies existed, the combined 
Figure 6. Ankle, knee and hip touchdown and toe-off angular kinematics for clustered participants. Each marker (circle) represents an individual participant. Black filled 
rectangles indicate the group mean for each cluster. *ABCDData are significantly different (p ≤ 0.05) to clusters A, B, C and D, respectively.
Figure 7. A) Scaled spatial model showing the average of the mean orientations 
of the stance leg (foot, shank, thigh), trunk and head segments across all (four) 
steps for each cluster at touchdown and toe-off. The mean centre of mass 
location at touchdown and toe-off positions for clusters across all (four) steps is 
depicted as markers (circles), showing normalised linear kinematic variables. 
Horizontal and vertical scales are the same and all normalised linear kinematic 
variables are referenced to position of the toe of the contact leg; b) average of the 
mean normalised step times for clusters, divided into contact time (filled bars) 
and flight time (pattern filled bars). The proportion of time spent during the 
contact and flight phases relative to step time are shown as percentages.
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length/rate and contact/flight ratios as a whole-body kine-
matic measure, represented by a single data point on 
a quadrant, provides a way for practitioners to assess changes 
in acceleration whole-body kinematic strategies over time. 
However, deciding on what changes could be used to 
enhance acceleration performance is not straightforward, as 
no significant relationships were found between NAHEP and 
any normalised spatiotemporal variables or their ratios (Table 
1) and there were no significant differences in NAHEP 
between clusters of participants (Figure 2). These findings 
suggest that different technical strategies can be adopted to 
achieve similar performance outcomes during the initial steps, 
which may explain the inconsistent findings of previous 
research investigating the relative importance of isolated spa-
tiotemporal variables to acceleration performance in team 
sport athletes (Lockie et al., 2011, 2013; Murata et al., 2018; 
Murphy et al., 2003; Nagahara et al., 2018; Standing & Maulder, 
2017; Wild et al., 2018).
The findings reported in this study suggest that a single 
optimum technique does not exist during initial sprint accel-
eration in rugby backs and so efficacy of technique strategies 
ought to be considered at the individual level to inform sprint 
training practices. This would require selected variables to be 
measured over multiple trials for each individual and consid-
ered with the performance outcome measure across each trial 
(Glazier & Mehdizadeh, 2018). Consequently, practitioners 
Figure 8. Strength qualities for clustered participants. Each marker (circle) represents an individual. Black filled rectangles indicate the group mean for each cluster. 
*ABCDData are significantly different (p ≤ 0.05) to clusters A, B, C and D, respectively.
Figure 9. Covariance ellipses (90% confidence level) for the 13 participants who completed testing on four separate occasions, depicting the within- and between- 
participant distribution of their individual sprinting strategies. The centre of each ellipse (black markers) represents the mean of a given individuals’ contact/flight and 
length/rate ratios. Each ellipse is colour coded according to the clusters of sprinting strategies identified. Z-scores are taken from the original data (Figure 6.2a) based 
on all 29 participants within this study.
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could determine how changes in whole-body kinematic strate-
gies, in addition to athlete’s spatiotemporal variables in isola-
tion, are associated with NAHEP to determine which variables 
an individual may be reliant on for better acceleration perfor-
mance. For instance, for an individual who is step rate reliant 
(i.e., they achieve higher NAHEP when their length/rate ratio is 
typically lower), it would be possible to determine whether 
their higher step rates are achieved through a reduction in 
contact or flight time, or a combination of both. This informa-
tion may provide a more focussed direction for a practitioner’s 
speed training interventions when looking to target the nor-
malised spatiotemporal variables an individual’s acceleration 
performance is reliant on, although experimental research is 
required to determine the effectiveness of this approach.
Reliance on step length or step rate has been shown to be 
a highly individual occurrence in elite sprinters when consid-
ered across the whole 100 m sprint (Salo et al., 2011). These 
researchers proposed that this individual reliance should be 
considered in the context of an athlete’s training and that the 
step characteristics they are reliant on for better sprinting 
performance ought to be prioritised (Salo et al., 2011). The 
added advantage of monitoring an individual’s whole-body 
kinematic strategy, in addition to their normalised spatiotem-
poral variables in isolation, is that a more holistic view is 
provided that takes into account how the combination 
of all normalised spatiotemporal variables collectively 
change in relation to changes in acceleration performance. 
Interventions can then be implemented to enhance the vari-
ables associated with an individual’s reliance to increase their 
acceleration performance or, at least, to ensure they are able 
to consistently produce a high performance in this phase 
relative to their individual capabilities.
Collectively, the findings from this study have demonstrated 
that the normalised spatiotemporal variables and the length/ 
rate and contact/flight ratios can be used to reliably portray 
acceleration strategies. Using this novel approach, four clusters 
of professional rugby backs were identified according to the 
similarity of their normalised spatiotemporal variables, but 
acceleration performance did not differ significantly between 
clusters. This implies that a single optimal strategy does not 
exist during initial sprint acceleration and therefore the efficacy 
of technique strategies used ought to be considered at 
the individual level to inform sprint training practices. At the 
intra-individual level, the variables which portray the individual 
strategies of participants remained consistent relative to the 
inter-individual variability observed. The approach employed in 
this study provides a new solution for longitudinally monitor-
ing changes in an individual’s whole-body acceleration strategy 
to accurately detect any changes in response to influencing 
factors (e.g., training interventions, fatigue, training load and 
rehabilitation from injury).
The overall outcome of this study is a novel and rigorous 
framework for coaches and other practitioners to assess the 
efficacy of their applied technical-based interventions aimed at 
modifying initial sprint acceleration strategies. Given that this 
approach can be applied to athletes across a wide range of 
sports, this study is likely to become a primary source of evi-
dence for both scientists and practitioners working in the field.
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Table 3. Stability of the individual strategy of backs over the initial four steps of maximal sprinting across 12 sprint trials (3 sprints conducted on 4 separate testing 
occasions).
Participants
Stability index (%)ª Variability
Ratios Spatiotemporal variables
CT/FT SL/SR SL SR CT FT
CV SD CV SD CV SD CV SD CV SD CV SD
1 75 85 7.0 0.208 4.3 0.032 4.1 0.048 1.9 0.030 1.8 0.008 6.4 0.010
2 74 89 7.6 0.222 3.7 0.028 2.4 0.027 2.5 0.038 3.8 0.019 4.8 0.008
3 71 82 9.9 0.244 5.4 0.046 4.8 0.061 1.7 0.025 2.0 0.009 8.9 0.017
14 80 86 6.8 0.160 4.7 0.044 3.7 0.049 1.3 0.018 <0.1 0.006 5.7 0.012
16 82 89 5.9 0.136 4.3 0.046 2.0 0.028 2.7 0.035 3.5 0.018 4.4 0.010
17 85 87 5.9 0.117 4.2 0.036 3.5 0.042 1.7 0.024 3.0 0.014 3.8 0.009
19 83 91 6.3 0.136 2.9 0.028 1.8 0.023 1.9 0.026 2.3 0.011 5.4 0.012
20 81 87 4.3 0.148 5.0 0.052 2.7 0.038 2.5 0.034 2.6 0.015 4.5 0.007
27 83 91 4.7 0.142 2.7 0.026 2.0 0.026 1.2 0.017 1.6 0.009 4.0 0.007
11 77 90 8.2 0.194 2.6 0.029 1.7 0.025 1.7 0.022 1.5 0.008 7.0 0.016
12 80 89 7.6 0.161 3.7 0.039 2.1 0.029 1.8 0.024 2.8 0.014 5.7 0.014
21 83 89 7.8 0.143 2.8 0.030 2.2 0.031 1.6 0.021 2.2 0.011 6.2 0.017
26 84 91 4.7 0.134 2.7 0.030 1.7 0.025 1.7 0.022 1.9 0.011 4.1 0.008
Mean 80 88 6.7 0.165 3.8 0.036 2.7 0.035 1.9 0.026 2.4 0.012 5.5 0.011
ªStability of the variables for each individual relative to the group standard deviation of the participants, calculated (Maselli et al., 2019) as follows, Sj = 1 – (intra- 
individual SD/inter – individual SD) 
CV, coefficient of variation (%); SD, standard deviation for normalised spatiotemporal variables; CT/FT, contact/flight ratio; SL/SR, length/rate ratio; SL, step length; SR, 
step rate; CT, contact time; FT, flight time
Table 2. Reliability of normalised average horizontal external power and normal-
ised spatiotemporal variables of rugby backs during initial sprint acceleration 
over four testing sessions.
Variable
Coefficient of variation (%) Intraclass correlation coefficients
Mean ± SD Mean (90% CL)
NAHEP 3.9 ± 2.1 0.94 (0.87 to 0.97)
Step length 2.1 ± 1.5 0.93 (0.86 to 0.97)
Step rate 1.1 ± 0.7 0.97 (0.93 to 0.99)
Contact time 1.4 ± 0.9 0.95 (0.91 to 0.98)
Flight time 3.6 ± 1.5 0.95 (0.90 to 0.98)
CT/FT ratio 4.4 ± 1.6 0.95 (0.89 to 0.98)
SL/SR ratio 2.8 ± 1.6 0.97 (0.94 to 0.99)
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